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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a music listening system, called
“Attaching-Music,” which detects a human subject’s ear po-
sition and projects the sound to a listener’s ears by two di-
rectional speakers with servo motors. Our probabilistic head
detection scheme from depth data can provide precise loca-
tion for speakers to project the sound to an audience. Using
the proposed “Attaching-Music” system, a headset-free user
can listen to a music with proper soundstage with stereo effect
based on two directional speakers driven by the corresponding
servo motors, with the 3D localization parameters provided
by our head detection scheme in an operational range.

Index Terms— immersive music listening, human detec-
tion, tracking

Music listening is a major multimedia-related recreational
activity people enjoy in daily lives. Although people like to
share his/her music taste with others, in many circumstances,
using a headset for private listening can improve the listen-
ing experience (e.g. enhancing the speech recognition rate
[1]), meanwhile avoiding the interference with others. To free
users from the need to wear a headset, in [2] a private audio
spatially bounded space with directional speakers is proposed
to randomly project the sound to a user in art museums. When
a user enters a predefined position detected by a passive infra
red (PIR) sensor, the directional speaker is triggered to project
the sound to the fixed position. Although a user does not have
to wear a headset, the conversation to other people can be
kept. However, due to the use of PIR sensors, the listening
position of a user is limited to the predefined audio spots. In
addition, due to the absence of a user feedback mechanism,
a user cannot determine the hearing content for skipping the
non-interested ones.

This paper explores the possibility of creating an immer-
sive music listening experience that is not only headset-free
but also interactive. To achieve this, we propose to integrate
in the system a function that recognizes user’s feedback “in
the air,” while allowing user to freely move and listening to
the sound simultaneously. Moreover, motivated by the obser-

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed affective music listening
scheme. (a) The affective music listening mode, and (b) the
affective music selection mode.

vation that music is usually used to modulate the emotional
state of a listener [3], it is desirable if the user can have the
freedom to retrieve music pieces of desired emotions. To this
end, the prototype system combines recent advances in hu-
man subject localization, pose recognition and affective mu-
sic content analysis to precisely project a musical piece with
specific emotion selected by a user with directional speakers.
A demo video of the proposed system can be found by visit-
ing http://youtu.be/FbrSj85uhHY.

1. HUMAN SUBJECTS LOCALIZATION BY DEPTH
CAMERA

In the proposed system, we apply a human subject local-
ization scheme [4] with an average estimation accuracy of
98.72%, and an average distortion of 2.06 cm for head detec-
tion for a user in the field of view of a depth camera. In our
current implementations, the depth camera (Kinect camera)
is mounted on top ceiling with a bird’s eye view to avoid dis-
turbing a user to watch the interactive visual contents, and the
proposed human subject localization scheme (see [4] for de-
tails) can obtain the precise head point in a 3D space, without
any training process or the joints/skeleton information pro-
vided by Kinect SDK, which overcomes the traditional limi-
tation for human detection in the front view only.



2. AFFECTIVE MUSIC ANALYSIS

Following [3], we formulate MER as a regression problem
by viewing valence and arousal as real values in [–1, 1]. Then
two regression models can be trained to predict the VA values,
respectively. Given the acoustic features of a song, such as its
timbre, harmony, and rhythm qualities, regression models are
employed to learn the mapping between acoustic features to
VA values. In our prototype system, we employ the PsySound
toolbox (available from http://psysound.wikidot.
com/) to compute psychoacoustic features including loud-
ness, sound pressure level, sharpness, dissonance, and tonal-
ness of music, most of which have been found related to emo-
tion perception by psychologists [3]. We train SVR models
using a dataset of 60 English Pop songs with VA annotations
[3]. After training, the regression models can be applied to
any test song.

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS

In the proposed system, we setup two directional speakers,
a Kinect camera, and a laser pointer around the operational
area, as shown in Fig. 2, for sensing the user and projecting
sounds on him/her. As Fig. 2 (a) shows, the area bounded
by the black rectangle allows a user staying inside to inter-
actively listen and select the music with different emotion.
The stands near the operational area can hold the directional
speakers for projecting the sound of the selected music with
different emotions. In addition, a laser pointer can be added
for visualizing the projecting area of the sound signal. As Fig.
2 (b) shows, a Kinect camera mounted on the top ceiling is
used to capture the depth data in the scene for further human
subject localization. The servo motor shown in Fig. 2 (c) can
change the projective direction of a laser pointer/ directional
speaker. The red point projected on the human subject repre-
sents that the proposed system can precisely detect and track
the user in the 3D space of the user area and further project
the sound to the ear of the user. In addition, as shown in Fig.
2 (d), the directional speaker with a pad shape is mounted on
the servo motor. An official SDK of the servo motor allows
users to remotely control the projective direction of the di-
rectional speaker, according to the parameters sent from the
human subject localization end (the Kinect end). The user in-
teraction process is shown in Fig. 3. During the transition be-
tween the song selection mode and the song listening mode, a
3D transition effect is shown on the screen as a rotating effect
from Fig. 3 (a) to (d), according to the real-time rendering.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an interactive music delivery sys-
tem that enables a private, interactive, and headset-free lis-
tening experience. A Kinect camera mounted in the bird’s

Fig. 2. The audio/visual/sensing environment: (a) the inter-
active area (bounded by the black rectangle), (b) the Kinect
camera mounted on top, (c) the servo motor with directional
speaker/laser pointer, and (d) the directional speaker.

Fig. 3. The interaction process for mode switching: (a) the
original song listening mode, (b) the mode switching pose
with crouching and standing, (c) the transitional visual effect
with real-time rendering, and (d) the switched mode.

eye view to achieve precise head tracking, providing corre-
sponding parameters for directional speakers to project user
selected affective music to the ear position of a user. In addi-
tion, a user can select music of desired emotions through sim-
ple body movements. The prototype system is set in a tech-art
gallery in an university with reliable operation condition and
good user response.
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